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Private Yet Connected? Yes, We Can: The
Challenge of Decentralized Social Networks
In the age when the massive success
of social network sites relies on users’
willingness to freely disclose their
!"#$%&'()*'+'),%#)!#%-(.&/)!0#!%$"$1)
issues of user privacy and personal data
protection are under the spotlight. This
article addresses current developments
.&)+2")-"(*)%,)*"3"&+#'(.4"*)$%3.'()
networking as a way of countering
the tradeoff between privacy and
connectivity in social network services.
We argue that such tools may constitute
+2")-#$+)'++"5!+)+%),0((6)("7"#'/")+2")
social opportunity of virtual networking
tools.

I

n the age when the massive success of social
network sites relies on users’ willingness to freely
!"#$%&#'()*'"+(,'+#&-.%(!.).(/&+(,+&0%"-1(,2+,&#'#3(
the project of developing a “privacyaware, personally
controlled, doitall, open source social network” may
come as a surprise. Widespread public interest in such
a project may seem even more surprising.
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Yet, this is how the story of Diaspora started. In April
2010, four undergraduates from New York University
(NYU) set out to create a decentralized social network.
They gave themselves 39 days to raise $10,000, and
within 12, they met their target. Dan Grippi, one of
the four developers, said in astonishment: “For some
strange reason, everyone just agreed with this whole
privacy thing”.
This strange reason might very well be that, despite
all odds, users—at least some of them—do care. While
they obviously enjoy, and wish to continue enjoying,
the potential of social networking sites for aggregation,
communication, exchange, and interaction, users do
not see privacy as a right they have to relinquish in
exchange for the opportunity to connect. Thus, they

might very willingly migrate towards the technology that
would allow them to refuse, or at least partially counter,
the tradeoff between privacy and connectivity. For a
start, they are donating their money to individuals who
promise to dedicate their time, skills, and resources to
develop such technology. These people—like the four
young developers of Diaspora, currently the most me
diasavvy but by no means the only ones—claim that the
privacyconnectivity tradeoff can indeed be overcome.
The solution is called decentralized social networking.
In this article, we address current developments in the
0'%!(&/(!'$'-)+.%"4'!(#&$".%(-')5&+6"-17(8'(.+12'()*.)(
&,'-9#&2+$'()&&%#(:.;($&-#)")2)'()*'(0+#)(.))':,)()&(
fully leverage the social opportunity of virtual networ
king, at a time when issues of user privacy and personal
data protection are under the spotlight.
Decentralization, Social Networking, and Pri
vacy of Personal Data
Since the inception of the Internet, the principle of
decentralization has governed the circulation of in
formation on the network of networks. However, the
introduction of the World Wide Web in 1990 has pro
gressively and widely led to the diffusion of clientserver
architecture models. The most widespread and diffused
Internetbased services (e.g., social networks, instant
messaging tools, digital content storage services) are
based upon technical and economic models in which
end users ask for information, data, Web server farms,
"-/&+:.)"&-(#)&+.1'3(.-!<&+(-')5&+6(=)+./0$>(:.-.1'
:'-)7(?*2#3('@'-("/()+./0$(&-()*'(A-)'+-')(/2-$)"&-#(&-(
the generalized distribution principle, it has now taken
the form of concentration around servers delivering
access to content. It is believed that this trend may
expand even further due to the diffusion in the software
and platformasaservice (SaaS/PaaS) markets of the
socalled “cloud computing” model. In this model, the
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vendor/service provider supplies the hardware infras
tructure and the software product, thus hosting both
the application and the data in a physical location un
known to the user (the “cloud”); the provider interacts
with the user by means of a frontend portal. While
cloud computing is the most frequently used network
based approach to organizing structures and services
today, it is not the only one and it may not be the most
effective. Scholars such as Barbara van Schewick, Eben
Moglen, and Niva Elkin Koren have noted that one of
the possible, and perhaps most promising, alternatives
is decentralization: designing the network in such a
way that communication and/or exchanges take place
between nodes having the same responsibility within
the system. Decentralization thus erases the dichotomy
between server (provider of the service) and client(s)
(requesters of the service), typical of the clientserver
model, and replaces it with a situation where every
client becomes a server.
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The most famous (or infamous, some may say) decen
tralized computer network models are doubtlessly those
that have been used in the last 15 years in peertopeer
BCDCE(0%'(#*.+"-1(#;#)':#7(F'+;(/+'G2'-)%;(/+.:'!(.#(.(
threat to the digital content industry—its most diffused
use by the general public being the unauthorized sharing
of copyrightprotected materials—P2P technology is
certainly wellsuited to give free, and immediate, access
to perfect copies. However, the decentralized, distribu
ted architecture of P2P systems is, at a broader level,
suited to promote increased effectiveness, freedom, and
stability in online content distribution, enhanced by the
direct connections between nodesusers of the system.
Following the widespread adoption of Facebook, and to
a lesser extent Twitter, additional social networks have
seen massive success in recent years. These networks
are Webbased services that allow individuals to build
.(,2H%"$(&+(#':"9,2H%"$(,+&0%'(5")*"-(.(#;#)':3(!'0-'(.(
list of other users with whom to interact and establish
relationships, and view the list of connections they and
their friends make within the system. Among the most
controversial aspects of social networks are the uses

that managers and administrators make of private in
formation. They often disclose data to third parties and
sometimes use them for their own commercial purposes.
Relatively few users are actually aware of the possibi
lity of data collection by outside sources with access to
company servers—something both legal and technical
'I,'+)#(*.@'(-&5(G2.%"0'!(.#(.(#"1-"0$.-)(,+"@.$;("##2'7
Towards Decentralized Social Networks
Recently, several research projects and commercial
applications have attempted to propose solutions to
counter at least some of the limitations of current social
networks. Niva ElkinKoren, dean of the University of
Haifa Faculty of Law, has described these initiatives
as favoring the “removal of intermediaries” in sharing
and networking activities online. They mostly consist of
decentralized alternatives to services and instruments
that—under the names and centralized architectures
of Google, Facebook, and Picasa—constitute today an
important part of our everyday lives. Several questions
arise: What if decentralized networking was applied to
)*'(#&$".%(-')5&+6(&/()*'(/2)2+'J(K+'()*'(=0+#)(#)',#>(
of decentralized social networks the beginning of new
implications and possibilities for the safeguard of the
right to privacy, while maintaining, and perhaps im
proving, full connectivity? How are the developers of
such tools reshaping the two networking models, so as
to mutually reinforce them? We will use a few examples
)&("%%2#)+.)'(5*.)("#($2++'-)%;(*.,,'-"-1("-()*'(0'%!3(
in addition to the highly newsworthy Diaspora case.
The L&$".%( F"+)2.%( C+"@.)'( M')5&+6( BFCME( C+&N'$),
in development at the University of Florida, aims to
connect users in a virtual network in which P2P links are
automatically created at the application layer (the layer
of the network that ensures effective communication
between applications) based on links made at the layer
of the social networking infrastructure. In short, social
links determine network links. In this system, users act
.#()*'($'+)"0$.)"&-(.2)*&+");(/&+()*'"+(,'+#&-.%(%.;'+O(
)*';(.+'(1"@'-(.($'+)"0$.)'(&+(6';3(5*"$*()*';(!"#)+"H2)'(
to their friends.
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NoseRub, a protocol for decentralized social networ
king, allows applications to store information about
,+&0%'(!.).(/&+('.$*($&-).$)7(?*"#(:'.-#()*.)(2#'+#(.+'(
.H%'()&(6'',()*'"+(,+&0%'("-/&+:.)"&-(&-()*'"+(&5-(#'+@'+(
and servers interact and synchronize automatically.
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The Appleseed Project aims to create an open source,
fully distributed, and decentralized social networking
software. According to the founders, it is based upon the
will to consider the user as “a citizen of the Net, rather
than a consumer to target.” “[S]pecial attention [is] paid
to privacy and security,” seen as constantly trampled
on by publicity, product placement, and data mana
gement, widely present in “classic” social networks.
K/)'+(.(,'+"&!(&/(0-.-$".%()+&2H%'3()*'(,+&N'$)("#(H.$6(
in development. When it’s done, users will be able to
$+'.)'(.(,+&0%'(&-(.-(K,,%'#''!($&:,.)"H%'(5'H#")'(
and connect with users on another Appleseed website.
Most recently, as mentioned above, there’s been the
distributed social networking project Diaspora. After its
initial fundraising success, it once again surpassed ex
pectations in the summer of 2010 by raising $100,000.
The way in which Diaspora aims at securing the privacy
of its users is by making them the hosts of the node that
contains their personal information. As Eben Moglen,
the project’s mentor (and more recently informal advi
sor) has pointed out, this constitutes “the secondgene
ration social network architecture that offers sharing
to everyone, without putting anybody in the middle,
holding all the data for everybody else”. Its underlying
principle, like that of its “older” counterparts, is that the
company partially or totally relinquishes its access to
users’ personal data as a privacy safeguard. This not only
increases users’ control, but also their responsibility,
in terms of personal information. Separate computers,
which Diaspora’s developers call “seeds,” are meant to
connect to each other directly. An online technology
blogger has described the seed as “an aggregator that
will gather your content from around the Internet into
a central location, your server. Link your seed to my
seed and we can share and converse … In short, you

*&#)(;&2+(&5-(,+&0%'()*.)("#(.P-Q(.:.%1.:.)"&-(&/(;&2+(
life online, and share with a select group of people”.
The main challenge for these decentralized social
networking projects is persuading users to switch to
another service, especially one that may be less easy to
use and technically developed in the short term. Given
that the added value of these initiatives is the possibility
for users to set up their own small servers to host their
,+&0%'#3(")R#(H'%"'@'!()*.)(!'$'-)+.%"4'!(,+&!2$)#(5"%%(
ultimately fail to gain a wide enough following among
users accustomed to a less complicated, more easily
accessible interface. At the same time, recent public
support for open source solutions tells another story. An
online commentator says: “Perhaps the most damning
critique of Facebook’s recent controversial moves has
been that a group of programmers have been raising
money to create an alternative—and people are dona
ting”. If what it takes is awareness and support, this
might just be the moment to dare and speed things up.
A Social Opportunity
The different projects and applications that are working
towards possible hybrids between decentralization and
#&$".%(-')5&+6#(.+'(,'+*.,#()*'(0+#)(.))':,)()&(/2%%;(
leverage the social opportunity of networking tools. As
University of Florida researchers Renato J. Figueiredo,
P. Oscar Boykin, Pierre St. Juste, and David Wolins
kypoint out, an important number of Internet users
worldwide interact systematically with social networ
king websites. Yet, social networking infrastructures,
#6'5'!()&5.+!#(0-!"-1(.-!('#).H%"#*"-1(social links,
are scarcely adapted to allowing connections between
a user and his or her peers by means of network links.
Thus, the challenge, and the key to more robust and
safe social networks, is envisaging innovative archi
tecture capable of integrating networking at both the
interface and application levels, thus improving both
connectivity and privacy.
The protection of private data on social networks ap
pears to be bound to improve in two directions. On
the one hand, the use of a decentralized, distributed
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management practices with respect to the most widely
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potentially farreaching changes in the service provi
der’s status, in what information it has access to, and in
the material locations in which usercreated content is
stored and shared. On the other hand, these applications
are also moving towards possible solutions to address
some of the disadvantages of classic P2P networks. They
are doing so by strengthening the personal character
of requests and authorizations linked to the creation of
network friendships, such as the “Add Friends” feature
and the attribution of different degrees of trust accor
ding to different contacts within the network.

S#'+9*&#)'!( ,'+#&-.%( ,+&0%'#3( %'##( "-)'+:'!".+"'#3(
clouds made of users, and so on. A lot can be done to
balance the equation, and an increasing awareness of
this—not only by a few developers, but by large groups
of users as well—is most likely the “strange” reason why,
as the astonished Dan Grippi remarked a few months
ago, “everyone just agreed with this whole privacy
thing.” It is now up to researchers, companies, and
communities of users worldwide, to leverage the so
cial opportunities of decentralization for an increasin
gly connected world, where—albeit transformed and
constantly recomposed—the private sphere may exist
and be respected.
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Academic
In his 2010 talk at NYU, indicated by the Diaspora team
as their main source of inspiration, law professor Eben
Moglen argued that what is currently labeled as the
“cloud computing” shift only means, in a landscape of
Internetbased services where the clientserver para
digm is dominant, that “servers have gained [more]
freedom. Freedom to move. Freedom to dance; to
combine and to separate, reaggregate, and do all sorts
of tricks. Servers have gained freedom. Clients have
gained nothing”. However, a gain for clients should
not necessarily mean the death of the cloud, or vice
versa. In a distributed network, where the boundaries
between the client and the server get blurred or erased
altogether, the freedom would be distributed as well,
and so would the cloud. Indeed, the decentralized cloud
may be just around the corner, and some companies
have already taken on the challenge. One example is the
Frenchbased PaaS TioLive and its hosting and content
management service TioLive Grid, which can be used
to share the cloud’s computing power and resources
among the terminals of every contributing user. The
idea behind TioLive Grid, says Jacques Honoré, com
munity manager of TioLive, is “total freedom of users
on the cloud and the possibility for them to control
entirely, and by themselves, their personal data’’. Once
again, we see that total user freedom and privacy are
not incompatible goals.
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